
Place Value

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Expanded form Standard form Written form

Place value Decimal

1.  - a number that uses a decimal point to
show place value such as tenths and hundredths

2.  - a way to write numbers that shows the
place value of each digit

3.  - the numerical value of a digit depending
on its place in a number

4.  - a common way of writing a number using
digits

5. - using words to describe numbers
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Place Value - Answer Key

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Expanded form Standard form Written form

Place value Decimal

1. decimal - a number that uses a decimal point to show place
value such as tenths and hundredths

2. expanded form - a way to write numbers that shows the
place value of each digit

3. place value - the numerical value of a digit depending on its
place in a number

4. standard form - a common way of writing a number using
digits

5. written form - using words to describe numbers
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